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Reviewed by George Swede

In the interests of transparency, I want readers to know that I first met 
-FF�(VSHB�JO������XIFO�XF�CPUI�BUUFOEFE�B�NFNPSJBM�UP�3BZNPOE�

3PTFMJFQ� JO� %VCVRVF� *PXB�� 4JODF� UIFO� XF�WF� NFU� PS� DPSSFTQPOEFE�
numerous times (especially when he was editor of Modern Haiku from 
2002–2006). Thus, this review will not be free of personal bias, especially 
since I’ve always admired his haiku.

ăJT� TNBMM� DIBQCPPL� DPOTJTUT� PG� TJYUFFO� iLVu�FJHIU� POF�MJOFST�XJUI�
GSPN� TJY� UP� OJOF�XPSET� BOE� FJHIU� WFSUJDBM� QJFDFT� UIBU� SBOHF� GSPN� GPVS�
to nine one-word lines. Gurga’s use of the term “ku” instead of “haiku” 
makes clear his intention for this collection is to go down a path less 
trodden. All of the ku are small jewels of adventurous writing, i.e., they 
successfully stretch the boundaries of traditional English-language haiku. 
For instance, this one-liner with an added bonus of humour:
  

your hands cold on my peccadillo

ăF�FYUSFNF�CSFWJUZ� 	VOEFS� UFO� TZMMBCMFT
�QMVT�BQQSPQSJBUF�XPSE�QMBDF-
NFOU�iDPMEu�BĕFS�iIBOETu�JOTUFBE�PG�CFGPSF��BOE�XPSE�DIPJDF��iQFD-
DBEJMMPu�JOTUFBE�PG�iJOEJTDSFUJPOu�PS�iNJTEFFEu��NBLF�JU�B�HFN��*G�(VSHB�
had written “cold hands,” the more common practice, some of the ku’s 
shine would have been lost. Even more dulling would have been the use 
of a word other than “peccadillo” whose richness of associative power 
FYDFFET�UIBU�PG�BOZ�TZOPOZN�

The vertical pieces further confirm Gurga’s skill with disjunction, of 
XIJDI�UIF�UJUMF�QPFN�JT�B�HPPE�FYBNQMF��
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without 
TZOUBY
  
the 
bare
skin
  
of 
dawn 

ăF�đSTU� UXP� MJOFT� iXJUIPVU��� TZOUBYu�FODPVSBHF� UIF�SFMBYBUJPO�PG� UIF�
rules that govern word choice and placement. Then, in the remaining 
five lines, two images appear that are not commonly associated with each 
other, “bare skin” and “dawn,” and which make the reader pause and won-
EFS��)FJHIUFOJOH�UIF�QSPDFTT�JT�UIF�LV�T�TUSVDUVSF�PG�POF�XPSE�QFS�MJOF�
each word creates more associative ripples than would be the case if it 
were in a line with several others.

Another way to discuss the ku in this collection is with the words of 
Robert Spiess that are used in the guidelines for “The Robert Spiess Me-
morial Haiku Awards Competition for 2021,” run annually by Modern 
Haiku:

In the better haiku there is a surprisingly large amount of subjectivity be-
neath the objectivity of the haiku’s entities. This subjectivity is not stated 
as such, but is wordlessly perceived.

Spiess, who also attended the Roseliep memorial, would have approved 
PG�BMM�TJYUFFO�QJFDFT�JO�UIJT�đOF�DIBQCPPL�


